
CONTOURS
TIMBER LINING 
BOARDS
ENGINEERED AMERICAN OAK



FOR BREATHTAKING 
INTERIORS, PORTA 
CONTOURS ARE 
NOW AVAILABLE IN 
STUNNING ENGINEERED 
AMERICAN OAK. 
Contours in Engineered American Oak are 

perfect for enhancing your interior spaces, 

allowing you to create sophisticated and 

elegant design features.

With a distinctive textured grain pattern and 

a warm, light brown tone similar to European 

Oak, Contours in Engineered American 

Oak can be matched with oak flooring for a 

consistent and streamlined material palette.

Known for its hardwearing and versatile 

properties, American (White) Oak is ideal 

for use in high traffic areas. Its warm tone 

provides an inviting neutral backdrop that 

pairs beautifully with harmonious and 

contrasting interior design elements.

As a tactile canvas, Contours in Engineered 

American Oak add warmth to contemporary 

finishes and functional spaces. Whether used 

in flat or curved applications, they effortlessly 

become a standout feature in any commercial 

or residential space.

With a user-friendly secret fix tongue and 

groove connection, installation of Contours 

is simple. They can be securely fixed onto 

prepared plasterboard, timber, steel, brick, or 

masonry wall surfaces, providing a seamless 

and hassle-free installation experience.

Engineered American Oak 

Contours are FSC® certified. 

We are committed to sourcing 

timber from sustainable and 

environmentally responsible 

resources.



With its undulating curves, an 

interesting shadow play is created 

over Riverine in changing light.

The rolling swells of Wave cascade 

into layers of textural variation.

As a fluted, textured canvas, Cirque 

softens strong lines and adds richness 

to the material palette.

RIVERINE LINA7821AOEN   CURVED BEAD CBA3916AOEN

WAVE LINL7821AOEN   CURVED BEAD CBL3916AOEN

CIRQUE LINB7821AOEN   CURVED BEAD CBB3916AOEN



The strong lines of Contours in 

Strata are enhanced by its shadow 

gap, creating variation and interest.

Maximising shadow play along 

the length of the profile, Pinnacle 

evokes a sense of drama.

The sweeping curves of the 

Shade profile add gentle 

movement and dimension.

STRATA LIND7821AOEN

PINNACLE LINH7821AOEN

SHADE LINM7821AOEN



SUITABLE FOR CURVES
Contours in Engineered American Oak are suitable for curves down to a 1000mm radius. For tighter 

curves, down to a 300mm radius, matching curved wall beads are available for select profiles.

STUNNING, TACTILE DESIGNS
Designed to deliver a premium seamless finish, Contours in Engineered American Oak are offered 

in six stylish profiles. These profiles can be creatively mixed and matched to create unique and 

bespoke designs. In addition to Engineered American Oak, Porta Contours are also available in 

other timber options, including Tasmanian Oak, Clear Pine, and Pre Primed Pine.

CIRQUE
LINB7821AOEN

CURVED BEAD
CBB3916AOEN

RIVERINE
LINA7821AOEN

CURVED BEAD
CBA3916AOEN

STRATA
LIND7821AOEN

WAVE
LINL7821AOEN

CURVED BEAD
CBL3916AOEN

SHADE
LINM7821AOEN

PINNACLE
LINH7821AOEN

Lining Boards Size 91x21mm  |  Cover 78mm  |  Length 2.7m
Curved Wall Beads Size 39x16mm  |  Length 2.7m
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Timber is a natural material, with colour variations and features found within 
the same species. This is what makes it so appealing. It is important these natural 
characteristics are considered when creating design applications. The images featured 
in this brochure are indicative of Porta Engineered American Oak Contours colours 
only and may vary from actual colours due to printing inconsistencies.


